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QUESTIONS and ANSWERS (Q&A) 1 

 

BID REF NO. KSIA6836/2022/RFP 

OPERATION AND MAINTENANCE OF WASTEWATER TREATMENT FACILITY AT KING 

SHAKA INTERNATIONAL AIRPORT   

Important: Bidders are required to acknowledge this Q&A in their bid submission in table for 
RECORD OF ADDENDA TO TENDER DOCUMENTS (T2.11 – page 48) 

 

Queries were raised during the Non-Compulsory Briefing Session via MS Teams and at the 

Site Meeting held at King Shaka International Airport. 

 

Following are the bidders’ queries and ACSA’s response: 

 

NO. BIDDER QUESTION/QUERY ACSA RESPONSE 

Briefing Session on 6 October 2022 

1. Is the CIDB ‘CE’ class of works correct 
for this works ? 

CIDB confirmed that CE is the correct class of 

works. 

2. Is ACSA in talks with the Municipality at 
the moment ? 

The treatment plant was built as a temporary 

solution for the airport waste so Yes, ACSA has 

been in talks with the municipality for some time. 

3. Should the contract be terminated, will 
the service provider be paid for the 
balance of the contract ? 

No, ACSA will only pay for the services rendered. 

It is important that when the successful bidder 

employs personnel for the contract, the same 

clause is in their employment contracts. 

Should there be a need for termination, the 

service provider will be given a reasonable notice.  

4. Who will pay for the water samples at 
bidding stage? 

The water samples will only be taken once 

contract has been awarded. The service provider 

will pay the laboratory costs and claim that from 

ACSA. 
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NO. BIDDER QUESTION/QUERY ACSA RESPONSE 

Site Meeting on 7 October 2022 

1. Is the blue pipe (see picture after table) 
a filling point 

The pipe is used for cleaning the drain, there is a 

valve connected to the pipe that supplies potable 

water for cleaning either the drain or the trucks 

are offloading the waste 

2. What is the size of the drain in the 
airside aircraft dump facility ? 

The size of the drain is : 

Depth = 1.5m 

Overall length = 30m 

Width = 750mm 

3. Is the number of SBRs at the treatment 
plant 4 or 3? 

There are 3 SBR Reactors as per the schedule of 

equipment on page 100/152. The error is on the 

SBR Aerator which should also be 3 but shows 4 

in error in the bid document, page 101/152. 
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End 


